Conference At Geneva Faces Divergent Plans

The Geneva Disarmament Conference has progressed far enough in its attempt to settle the problem of arm reduction and arm limitation to find itself held up on the question of safe guards. All the great powers now have presented their plans for the reduction of armament, as the plan of the Geneva Conference has been drawn up in the conference rooms with the help of anonymous experts, and it is clear that there are two different platforms.

France maintained the parity with Germany proposed by international experts, in the presence of the French police forces and the representatives of the League of Nations under the chairmanship of the French Permanent Commission of the military, and the French military forces are offered the conference's "safe guard." (Continued on Page 3, Col. 2.)

Dr. Gilkey Will Outline For Religious Forum Week

Webster's annual week of religious education, beginning February 13 at 2:30 P.M. in Thomas Hall, will come to a close with Dr. Gilkey's lecture at the University of Chicago. Dr. Gilkey is well known among Eastern students as a lecturer, and is professor of philosophy at the University of Chicago in 1926 and Dean of Colby College in 1926. In 1926-27 he is appointed Barlow Lecturer in India. He is also the author of several books, of the Gilkey, National President of the V. (Continued on page 2, Col. 4.)

French Film Will Be Shown At Playhouse On March 3

A French talking film, based on the play by Paulot and created by a group of the Sorbonne, will be shown at the Welesley Hill Community Playhouse on Thursday, March 3, at 3:45 P.M. Admission will be fifty cents and special programs will be made for transportation.

Some of the talkers' films chosen and sponsored by a Harvard Committee. It is announced that the film will be shown as an excellent opportunity to see an excellent picture and hear to connect with the nation's.</noscript>

T. Emergency Relief
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ALUMNI MEET IN ELEVENTH SESSION

Over a hundred alumni of Wellesley College attended the meetings of the eleventh session of the Alumni Council last week. It was the first time that the program had been attended by the alumni. The meetings were held in the Alumni Hall, Saturday afternoon, February 28.

The Boston Wellesley College Club and the Alumnae for the benefit (Continued on Page 6, Col. 2.)

The curtain rose at the New York Shakespeare Festival, Saturday afternoon, February 28, at 3:15. The Boston Wellesley College Club and the Alumnae for the benefit of the Boston Public Library were held in the Alumni Hall, Saturday afternoon, February 28.
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ANNITA KER MAKES SCIENTIFIC STUDY

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

has included archaeology, bibliography, and philology, as well as the better known physical and social sciences to her survey. The result is an orderly compilation of material, which has never been compiled and must be an invaluable assistance to scholars in the fields of science and literature.

MISS KER lived most of her early life in Mexico, where her father was employed by the Standard Oil Company. There, she taught English in a girls' school in Mexico City, from 1903 to 1908, and in 1912 she moved to Washington, D.C., where she worked as a scientific assistant in the Library of Congress.

The program will consist of a series of special lectures and open discussions. The following Thursday, February 26, 7:30 P.M., to begin with a Forum Dinner.

FRENCH PROFESSOR WILL LECTURE HERE

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 5)

Mary, and his definitive edition of the works of Sir Philip Sidney. He was formerly Professor of English Literature at the University of Bremen and lecturer at the Sorbonne, and acted for a number of years as exchange professor at Yale. Since 1939 he has been the first and the only editor of the Yale faculty, acting as Professor of French Literature. While serving as exchange professor at Cairo, he translated a series of lectures on French life and literature since published, and has been, in every way, a distinguished factor in the intellectual repre- sentation of his country. Miss.ઈ.source Dent, of the Depart- ment of Foreign Languages at Long- sitting President Frederic Prince Presidial.

MAGAZINE EDITORS TO BE ENTERTAINED

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 5 ) magazine editor at 11 Waban St. Wel. 7152-R. The dinner was served at the Wellesley Club Thursday, February 19, 19, 20

February Housecleaning

Prom-Dinner
Corgares

Here you'll find flowers and candles that will make your dinner table look special. Besides, our corsages are ar-

ranged differently and many of them are for men. Let

us know what you want your gown to be and well sug-

gest flowers to match.

NOW THAT LENT IS HERE: WHY NOT MAKE YOUR READING LIST COUNT FOR SOMETHING?

There are lots of helping books for sale at HATHAWAY HOUSE

GARDEN CITY SALTED NUTS

"With that Garden Flavor"

A Full Line of House-Mode Sweets — Hand dipped Chocolates — Dainty Walnut Fudge — Religious Biscuit, and Assorted Biscuits

All kinds of Salted Nuts—Wheat Daily at Reasonable Prices

SABAR'S SALTED NUTS AND SWEETS SHOP

634 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON, MASS.
Speaking of knitting, Perry heard of the new yarns and decided to try some. He finally discovered a store where he could buy them and was greatly pleased with the results. He found that by using the new yarns, he could produce garments that were warmer and more durable than anything he had ever seen before. He was so happy with his new knitting project that he decided to continue it regularly, even after he had finished his thesis.

All of the Perry family members were thrilled with the new knitting project, and they all worked on it together. They held weekly meetings to discuss their progress and to plan new projects. The Perry family became known as the "Perry Knitters," and their work was featured in several local newspapers.

The Perry family's new knitting project was a huge success. They were able to produce beautiful garments that were both practical and stylish. The Perry family continued to knit together throughout the years, and their enthusiasm for the project was an example for many others in the community.
FOR SUNDAY VISITORS

To the Wellesley College News:

In years past it has been the privilege of Wellesley students to see rare items that were in the case outside of the library room. This year, however, the exhibitions that were a regular feature of the fall has never been changed; thus depriving at least an interested group of students of an old habit. In the catalog printed before Chapel and during the afternoon. Since Sunday is the only day many people have a chance to see the building, we think that this suggestion is worthy of attention.

1933.

SCHOLARSHIPS

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 4)

forms

to

Date

The request should be made immediately; the senior students will have ample time to prepare her applications and return it before March first.

In addition to scholarships and plans in the cooperative houses the Committee considers the possibility of combining some of the efforts of the student and also her academic standing, her self-sufficiency and value as a possible member of the community, her health and her promise of influence for good in the College Club.

The Chairman of the Committee will be glad to talk with any student who wishes to discuss her plans or her year's work and ideas about her plans. Students who desire to consider the opportunity for a place in the various fields of work in the College Club, should use the prescribed scholarship form in making application.

FRED SMITH

Chairman.

CORRECTION

The Editorial Board wishes to apologize for the error in the last line of the last column in the last issue of the paper. The oil painting by Corot is not to be found in the animated library.

GIVE A BOOK

TO THE MALDS' LIBRARY

A MAURICIO WRITES NATIONAL DIALOGUE

In an extraordinarily articulate and eloquent article by Adolfo Pastrana on a February number of the Forum, there is a discussion of Col. Mauricio's open letter. It is in the form of a dialogue, between an American Democrat and a Spanish Republican, both giving the opinion and political doctrines of their respective countries.

The two speakers first agree on the necessity of talking over their "common enemies." The American states that the only common enemies of which he is aware are those which are not political but rather those that have been established in the past. The Spanish agrees, but says that these quarrels are destroying the life and work of both countries and asks the American if he does not think it is necessary to have one or two persons in attendance. Special visiting committees for the purpose would not be necessary to have more than one person in attendance. The building and the question would not be necessary to have more than one person in attendance. The building and the question would not be necessary to have more than one person in attendance. The building and the question would not be necessary to have more than one person in attendance.

1933.

TREE DAY TO SHOW SPIRIT OF LIGHT

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 1)

clouds. From this first electrical force sprang all, from the meaning of man and the meaning of light and motion. It was the spirit of the world, and they will fail into ordinate line.

Lucy Timpany, Tree Day Mistress, said that the tree planting was all a part of this year's presentation. She will be assisted by her aides, Ernestina Cramb, Alice C. Porter, and Elizabeth Kin.

Tryouts for the donkey will be open to all students in the College, and will be held Wednesday evening and Thursday afternoons and evenings at T.E.F.
FOCUSED ON THE SCREEN

On Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, February 18, 19, and 20, the Community Playhouse will present two special attractions, Act 1 and Charles Pickford in Yuma, and Richard Dix in Tawny. In this latest Grand-Prix feature, Miss Ogden plays the part of a Swiss immigrant girl. The story is a romantic one and based upon the accompanying music, composed for the film by George Curitvath.

Secret Service is a different type of film. It deals as the title implies, with war and spies, in this case the Civil War. The story is based on the stage play by William Gillette.

On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of the following week, the two pictures on the program will be Ben-Hur and Waw Sufw쯩. One of the most interesting features of the program, and one of the most interesting of the season, is that the story of the Katharina, played by Ben-Hur, is the story of a romantic one, and was based upon the accompanying music, composed for the film by George Curitvath.

Around the World in Eighty Minutes is a new type of film. This contains the adventures of Mr. Pickwick's trip around the world.

YOU COLLEGE GIRLS ARE EXPENSIVE LUXURIES!

O'FENG a series review on the 1934
crystal-palace-book—not only will this college in its review business during the summer. Here's the idea. Let's truly have it that you can live in Europe for less than you can at home. Ploen-ly in generous portions or little girls. In each spot, you will find every country engaged on the set. The registered, with a meal of $40 or $50 a month. As a rule, one nation of exchange, your American dollar does wonders. Whether you propose to party it abroad and actually spend less than if you were at home? An excellent opportunity to shop upon your French or English history, or what not.

Getting over and back is not hard. Just about $200 in Traveller's View for White Star and Red Star Lines on some of the world's least seas. We guarantee you a jolly time. Seems like ts that the summer in Europe might be the reason of a pleasant reduction of the family budget and a glorious time for you in the bargain.

If you agree—why not try it yourself? If you want more information, write us for your Tourist Booklet or see any authorized travel agent.

WHITE STAR LINE

RED STAR LINE

International Mail Lines, Germania,

571 Boylston St., Boston

WINTER SPORTING GOODS

Snowshoes, Skis, Sleds

P. B. CORKUM

587 Washington St.

TYPWRITING

Theater, thesauri, reports, manuscripts

of any and all kinds, typed promptly and accurately, complete copies.

Inquire at 10 Boston St., at

Telephone 1442

PENDLETON INC.

WELLSVILLE, MARS.

Feathertouch

Speeds classroom notes and all writing
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Here's a new news flash from Sheaffer to the college world...
NEW TOURS PERMIT STUDENT TO TRAVEL

Delighted to the Auklet! Volunteer Convention held in Buffalo during the holidays had these attention called to a new venture in international travel projects sponsored by some of America’s leading universities.

With the co-operation of foreign educational organizations and the help of foreign governments in returning sailfed and granting free visas, a plan has been worked out whereby American students can spend three months in Europe for only $200—three months of travel, recreation and study. With an opportunity to meet foreign students in Denmark, Poland, Germany, Austria and England, a mine and a flood; tour has been made possible for $30, and in addition to the regular group interested in social and cultural developments abroad, groups are being organized which will lay special emphasis on music, physical education and American and youth movements, international relations, and adult education.

These tours will be conducted under the auspices of the Penrose Study Tours, a non-profit-making organization sponsored by such men as Dr. John Denny of Columbia, Dr. Jay B. Hubbell of New York; and Dr. Harry K. Overstreet, College of the City of New York. Under the direction of Mr. L. O. Smith, the Penrose Study Tours has established a center in Germany where group and picture parties and colorful tours in the Austrian Tyrol. Here all the groups spend from ten days to two weeks and have a chance to do real Alpine climbing or go through wooded trails to scenic lakes and rivers. Two days are also spent in Carlsbad, an old German castle in South Switzerland.

Contacts have been built up during the last ten years by the Penrose Study Tours, and full information may be obtained through Wellesley headquarters at 53 West 46th Street, New York City.

CAMPUS CRIER

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 3)

of the Student Aid Society in the Alumnae Hall Room on Tuesday afternoon, February 23, at 3:30. For those who do not play bridge Miss Sophie C. Hart will give a talk on Eugene O'Neill’s play Mourning Becomes Electra. Tickets, $1.00 each, may be secured at the Alumnae Office, Wellesley College.

Vocalists talk on Women in Business and Industrial Houses will be given by Miss Ruth Stevens, '97, Miss Blanche Zwebel, '28, Miss Bertha Born, '29, and Miss Elinor E. Laws, '20, Tuesday, February 23, at 4:30 in the Gusset Room. This event will be served at 4:15. These talks are sponsored by the Committee on Vocalistic Information.

Dr. F. F. Kischmann, professor of Philosophy at the University of Breslau, Germany, will deliver a centennial address to a memory of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Tuesday, February 23, in Billings Hall at 3:30. The subject will be Goethe and the National College.

There will be an exhibition of new work recently given in Room 24 Pounder, Wednesday, February 24, at 7:30.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

The calling of the Duchess of York on which the college trip was expected to return from Bermuda has been canceled. However, the Canadian Pacific and Furness Bermuda lines have agreed to serve tickets so that the party will return on the new Nemorah of Bermuda.

As this boat will sail late Thursday afternoon instead of Saturday morning, the prices of the current trip will be proportionally less. The trip will get back to New York in a week or less.

For reservations or booklet address General Office, Pinchurst, N. C.

If You would be Glamorous!

Choose your evening gowns at Gross Straus for these most important festive forms!

Spring and Sports
so near at hand

Come to Pinchurst, N. C., for Easter. Spring has already fled in America’s Headquarters for Golf and the country is at its loveliest.

Pinchurst is so conveniently located that you waste none of your vacation in traveling. You can leave New York at night and golf next morning in Pinchurst. The cost of railroad fares is less. Hotel rates, too, have been greatly reduced so that your visit will be inexpensive.

$7.00 per day and up, American plan at Carolina House. National tournaments are scheduled for the latter part of March and April—for golf, trapshooting, races, horse show, archery, gymkhana events.

For reservations or booklet address General Office, Pinchurst, N. C.

DRESSES

Kinds note that we make a specialty of altering, remodeling, and repairing all kinds of dress at very reasonable prices. Workmanship and Satisfaction guaranteed.

B. L. KARTT

Ladies’ Tailor and Furrer

Next to Lingerie

Village

Hairdressing Shop

8 Church St.

Wellesley

Tel. 9010

DRASTIC REDUCTION IN PRICES

Conducted by

FRANK CORNWELL

EDUCATED HORTLE EUNO KNOLL

and CHESTER TOWN

and Florists’ Insurance!

DINNER DANCING 6 TO 9 — NO COVER CHARGE

SUPER DANCERS 1 TO 3

Theatrical Good Night Every Wednesday

34 BROADWAY

of St. E.

PRICES:

Open Every Evening

BRENTWOOD

If you were Gladys Dale

... Choose your evening gowns at Gross Straus for these most important festive forms!
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